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Abstract: Image scrambling methods are necessary for original image processes in applications of quantum image processing like
quantum image encryption, which increases the strength of the encryption process, and the resulting image is difficult to identify and
detect its details. As well as obtain a high entropy value and a histogram with a uniform peak for the encrypted image. Most researches
focus on scrambling the position only or the value only; however, the quantum image scrambling researches focused on scrambling
both position and value together is few. The idea of the study is developing a genetic algorithm to generate different schemes of
scrambling based on the fast and elementary schemes with changing the quantum logical gate (NOT / C-Not) to get the best scheme
that meets the requirements such as the cost, the complexity or the type of the image. One of the essential benefits of the proposed
work is developing a general framework for the automatic generation of a suitable scrambling scheme based on image type, method,
and logical circuit. The tests are simulated using MATLAB. The result confirms that hybrid value/position schemes with a C-Not gate
have an entropy value close to 8 and a flat histogram. It is implicated that this framework will benefit many researchers in selecting
the most appropriate scrambling method for their works.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There has been much interest in quantum image pro-

cessing (QIP) in recent years, from quantum image repre-
sentation to encrypting the quantum image (QI) [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Image
scrambling (IS) Image scrambling [14], [15], [16] is an
essential work of image encryption. After scrambling, the
image eliminates the correlation of image pixels, causing
the image to lose its original information. As a result, an
attacker will almost be unable to obtain the original image
information, even if he manages to extract information from
the image. There are primarily two types of scrambling
algorithms; first, change the position of pixels in image:
Its concept applies the principles of geometric features to
modify the pixel’s geometry in order to corrupt an original
image’s data. Generally, methods depending on this concept
include Arnold transform [17], the orthogonal Latin square
transformation [18], the affine transform [19], and other
methods such as [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], second,
change the pixel value of an image: the concept is adjusting
the pixel’s gray value using particular methods. Its principle
is to modify a gray level histogram of an original image so
an unauthorized user can not extract informations about the
original image from the histogram of the scrambled image.

However, quantum image scrambling (QIS) is still un-
common in quantum studies; some research on this topic
includes the following: quantum realization of Fibonacci
and Arnold [25]. Recently suggested Quantum Hilbert
scrambling [26]. Nevertheless, all of these methods are
depending on change the position of pixels in image.
Furthermore, when the size of QI grows more significant,
the circuit cost increases dramatically. In addition, the size
of the QI that may be scrambled in the schemes is limited,
and just the square image can be scrambled. It is clear
that the efficiency of these methods varies according to
the construction gates, type of representation such as novel
enhanced quantum image representation (NEQR), bit-plane,
or others. Moreover, they are working for only one image
type.

Depending on these limitations, this study aims to
propose an evolutionary algorithm for generating and op-
timizing scrambling method of quantum medical images
thus produces the required scheme based on a predeter-
mined condition. The importance of the current research
lies in developing a general framework for automatically
constructing a suitable scrambling scheme based on image
type, scheme, and a logical circuit.
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Objectives of the proposed search are as follows:

1) Investigate value and position for scrambling images
based on elementary and fast.

2) Develop a genetic algorithm (GA) to generate differ-
ent scrambling schemes based on elementary and fast
schemes, the GA encode the scheme type, quantum
gate as a field length chromosome length, then select
the parent with tournament selection to mate them
with single-point crossover finally mutate offspring
and evaluate fitness.

3) Evaluate the proposed method’s efficiency using
evaluation metrics and compare it to related works.

The remains of this study are separated into the follow-
ing sections: Section 2 presents related works. Section 3
discusses the background of quantum image representation,
circuit design, genetic algorithm, and evaluation measure-
ment. Section 4 offers the proposed method. Sections 5 and
6 contain the experimental results and discussion, respec-
tively. Finally, the conclusion is documented in Section 7.

2. Related works
The scrambling technique is a necessary process, and

researchers use it to increase the randomness of the image.
The factors that manage it are the cost needed to design the
circuits relative to the resulting randomness. On this basis,
researchers design different methods. The researches in this
field: Yucheng et al. [27] to encrypt medical images, they
implemented a high-speed scrambling and adaptive pixel
diffusion algorithm, Shuliang Sun [28] suggested an image
encryption scheme in which pixels and bits were scrambled
using a chaotic map, Wang et al. [29] presented a method
for encrypting images that employed Hash table structure
scrambling and DNA sequence operations, Ramasamy et al.
[30] suggested an improved logistic chaotic map and imple-
mented the block scrambling with zigzag transformation for
pixel confusion, Nan Jiang et al. [26] suggested a Hilbert
IS algorithm, a modified recursive generation algorithm of
the Hilbert scanning matrix is provided. And depending on
the flexible representation of quantum images (FRQI), the
Hilbert scrambling quantum circuits, which are recursive
and progressively layered, are suggested. However, the
efficiency of the method was unmeasured using efficiency
measurement methods such as entropy, and the FRQI repre-
sentation method was used, which uses one qubit to describe
the colour information of pixels, while the NEQR use 2p
qubits to describe the intensity of 2p-bit pixels. Nan Jiang
and Luo Wang [31] investigated the Arnold QIS suggested
by Jiang et al. [25]. It aims to accomplish Fibonacci and
Arnold IS in a quantum-computer. Since the algorithm
unperceived the specificities of “mod 2n”, “multiply 2”,
and in binary arithmetic the subtraction. A probable sim-
plified version is displayed depending on three theorems
and a corollary representing the specificities of binary
arithmetic. Yet, the method’s efficiency was unmeasured
using efficiency measurement methods such as entropy and
histogram and also used FRQI. To cover the problem of

image representation, using FRQI Ri-Gui Zhou et al. [32],
a QIS scheme based on gray code and bit-plane (GB),
a whole colour value scrambling technique, is suggested.
Using GB knowledge, several quantum scrambling schemes
are proposed depending on the strength of NEQR. Similar
to [31], the efficiency of the schemes was measured using
a histogram only; also, the uniform peak was unreached.
Many other researches such as [33], [34], [35].

3. Background
A. Quantum Representation for Gray-Scale Image

This works use NEQR [2] since suitable for QIP, and
their quantum colour coding is quite similar to that in
classical images [36]. It holds the colour and position
information for each pixel. Mathematical model for (2n ×
2n) image is: :

| I⟩ =
1
2n

22n−1∑
i=0

| ci⟩ ⊗ | i⟩ (1)

In (1) | ci⟩ = | cq−1
i , . . . c

1
i c0

i

〉
, ck

i ∈ {0, 1} , k =

0, 1, . . . , q − 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , 22n − 1. The sequence
cq−1

i . . . . c1
i c0

i encodes the colour value with 2q colour range,
| i⟩ f ori = 0, 1, . . . , 22n − 1 with dimension computational
basis 22n. The two parts In NEQR the two parts encode
the value and corresponding positions. Figure 1 shows an
example of 2×2 NEQR image:

| I⟩ =
1
2

(
| 0⟩ ⊗ | 00⟩ + | 100⟩ ⊗ | 01⟩ + | 200⟩ ⊗ | 10⟩

+| 255⟩ ⊗ | 11⟩
)

=
1
2

(
| 00000000⟩ ⊗ | 00⟩ + | 01100100⟩ ⊗ | 01⟩

+| 11001000⟩ ⊗ | 10⟩ + | 11111111⟩ ⊗ | 11⟩
)

Figure 1. (2×2) image and its representation in NEQR [32].

B. Circuit design
The NOT and C-NOT quantum gates will be used, the

notation of the used quantum gates is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Quantum gates[32].

1) Scrambling algorithm and circuit
In a QI, the gray information scrambling of pixels can

be represented as:

S cr(| I⟩) =
1
2n

2M−1∑
X=0

2N−1∑
Y=0

S cr(| f (X,Y)⟩)| XY⟩

=
1
2n

2M−1∑
X=0

2N−1∑
Y=0

| g (X,Y)⟩ | XY⟩

(2)

Scr in (2) denotes the operation of scrambling, and
g(X,Y) represents the image’s grayscale value of the scram-
bled image.

1) Elementary Gray-code and bit-plane (EGB):
First, image bit-planes are listed in primary or-
der. Regarding an information rule, the highest bit-
plane holds the majority information of the gray-
scale, whilst the lowest holds less information. EGB
schemes applies the transformation of Gray-code in
reverse order. EGB-scrambling function is described
as:

EGB(| I⟩) =
1
2n

2M−1∑
X=0

2N−1∑
Y=0

EGB(| f (X,Y)⟩)| XY⟩

=
1
2n

2M−1∑
X=0

2N−1∑
Y=0

| g (X,Y)⟩ | XY⟩

(3)

EGB in (3) refers to an operation of EGB. The
quantum circuit of the method is shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3. Circuit of EGB-scrambling [32].

2) Improved fast GB-scrambling:
This method is proposed to increase scrambling
speed while lowering the cost of quantum gates
used. It does not require iterative or repetitive scram-
bling operations. In this method, the bit-plane is
unarranged in a positive sequence; rather, the ap-
propriate combination and permutation of bit-planes
are selected for fast scrambling. Depending on the
information rule of bit-plane, the scheme works
on the lowest bit-planes and then implements the
outcome to the highest planes to dramatically change
the original image. Figure 4 shows that the bit-planes
‘8 with 4’,’7 with 3’,’6 with 2’, and ’5 with 1’
perform the C-NOT operations. After that, likewise,
the bit-planes ‘4 with 5’,’3 with 6’,’2 with 7’, and’1
with 8’ all performed the C-NOT operations.

Figure 4. Bit-plane arrangement and its circuit [32].
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3) GB-scrambling combines with position informa-
tion:
There are a few IS methods depending on position
and value space in the traditional IS processing.
Moreover, the extremely high computational cost.
Nevertheless, in QIP, scrambling for the QI becomes
relatively easy because of the FRQI and the prop-
erties of the qubit. As a result, in QIP the con-
struction of algorithms for IS with position has im-
mense potential. This scheme is entirely dependent
on GB-scrambling, which implemented for every
qubit, including the qubits representing position and
gray-scale information. The GB-scrambled position
function is the following:

ECB(| I⟩) =
1
2n

2M−1∑
X=0

2N−1∑
Y=0

GB(| f (X,Y)⟩)NOT | XY⟩

=
1
2n

2M−1∑
X=0

2N−1∑
Y=0

| g (X,Y)⟩NOT | X⟩NOT | Y⟩

(4)

The EGB in (4) denotes implementing the GB-
scrambling position scheme. Figure 5 shows an
example of the quantum circuit.

Figure 5. GB-scrambling circuit with the entire position [32].

C. Genetic algorithm
GAs are one of the most well-known natural-inspired

algorithms. GAs have been successfully used in various
fields, including optimization, pattern recognition, and
image processing [37]. GAs address optimization issues
using a set of bioinspired operators like a selection,
crossover, and mutation to simulate biological evolution
[38], [39]. In general, a GA operates as follows:
Step 1/ Create a population of individuals, every
representing a potential solution to the problem based on
the encoding approach used.
Step 2/ Evaluate every individual’s fitness in the population
depending on the encoded information.
Step 3/ Select prospective parent individuals from the
existing population using tournament selection, crossover,

and mutation operators to generate offspring.
Step 4/ Use a single point crossover operator for the
exchange process between two chromosomes to produce
new individuals.
Step 5/ Assessing the fitness of the produced offspring.
Step 6/ Change the chromosome if not effective.
Step 7/ Update a random individual with a new value .
Step 8/ Delete a specific individual to cover all possibilities
if solutions were ignored in the crossover process.

D. Evaluation measurement
1) entropy analysis

It is a statistical measurement of the distribution of
image pixels at every level. It is a vital indicator to evaluate
the randomness of the image. The following equation can
be used to calculate an image’s information entropy:

Entropy = −
2L−1∑
i=1

p (ui) log2(p (ui)) (5)

In (5) p(ui) denotes the probability of ui. There possible
values for the gray-scale images are 28 (0,255). Perfect
entropy value is (8-bit). Therefore, the entropy value of
the scrambled image must be close to 8 for 256 gray-scale
images to verify the efficiency of the suggested algorithm.

2) Histogram analysis
Histogram is a crucial statistical analytic tool for evalu-

ating the IS scheme’s performance, reflecting the frequency
distribution of image pixels. It can be used to calculate
the statistical similarity between the original and scrambled
images. At every intensity level the number of pixels is
plotted on a histogram to show how pixels distributed in
the image. The effective scrambling schemes can enhance
resistance against statistical cryptanalysis by guaranteeing
a uniform peak for scrambled images.

4. Proposed method
This section discusses the suggested algorithm and its

primary components in depth.

A. Algorithm Overview
Algorithm (Genetic algorithm) shows the proposed

scrambling scheme, divided into three sections. Firstly,
the population is given a predetermined size of S and is
randomly initialized (step 1). After that, the individuals’
fitness is evaluated (step 2). Then, with the maximum
generation number of P (steps 3 to 14), the individuals
in the population participate in the evolutionary process of
GA. Finally, the best Scrambling scheme is chosen from the
end population’s finest individual depending on fitness (step
15). An empty population is created to include offspring
during the evolutionary process (step 5). After that, a new
offspring is produced from chosen parents via crossover
and mutation operations. On the other hand, the parents
are chosen using a binary tournament selection (steps 6 to
10). After the evaluation fitness of generated offspring (step
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11), the environmental selection operation (step 12) is used
to produce a new population from the present population
(includes the existing individuals as well as the offspring
generated) as the parent solutions survive into the following
evolutionary process (next generation). The symbol | · |
in (step 6) represent a cardinality operator. The stages of
“initialization of the population”, “evaluation of fitness”,
and “generation the offspring”, are presented in B, C, D,
respectively.

Algorithm 1 (Genetic algorithm)
Input The size of population S, the number of maximal

generation P, and the probability of crossover K, the prob-
ability of mutation J.

Outcome Best Scrambling scheme.
1: P0 ←− Size S is used to initiate a population.
2: in P0, Evaluate individual’s fitness;
3: b ←− 0;
4: while b < P do
5: Ps←− ϕ;
6: for i = 1 to S do
7: p1, p2 ←− by using binary tournament selection,

select two parent individuals from Pb;
8: q1, q2 ←− using crossover operation with K and

mutation operation with J, generate two offspring by
p1 and p2;

9: Ps ←− Ps ∪ q1 ∪ q2;
10: Next
11: in Ps, evaluate the individuals’ fitness;
12: Pb+1 ←− from Pb ∪ Ps, by using environmental

selection, select S individuals;
13: b ←− (b + 1);
14: end
15: Choose a finest individual from Pb then assign it to an

appropriate scrambling scheme.

B. Initialization of the population
For the next evolutionary process, initialization of the

population provides a primary population including many
individuals. In general, all individuals are initialized at
random. In GAs, apiece individual denotes a probable
solution to the problem that must be solved. Because GAs
are used to find the optimal scrambling scheme in the
suggested algorithm, and every individual must represent a
scrambling scheme. The initialization is random, and each
chromosome is encoded in the form of a character with a
fixed length, as shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6. Representation of chromosomes.

as in Figure 6, each chromosome consists of two parts,
value and position; each consists of two elements. First
represents the gate used; either it is a NOT or a C-NOT.
The second is the scheme, whether it is Fast or elementary.
There is also the possibility of Non to cover all possible
cases, whether scrambling the position only or scrambling
the value only. The compensation process is based on these
possibilities to get the best scheme for scrambling.

C. Evaluation of fitness
Individual fitness is determined depending on the in-

formation encoded by individuals and the task to quantify
how well they adapt to the environment. An individual’s
fitness in a scrambling scheme is the classification accuracy
depending on the individual’s encoding scheme.. According
to evolutionary algorithms, the individual with a highest
fitness has a highest possibility of producing offspring with
higher fitness than themselves. The fitness of individuals is
evaluated using entropy. There are several ways to scramble
for position and value: the improved fast GB-scrambling
and the EGB scrambling using NOT and C-NOT quantum
logic gates. Every individual in the scrambling scheme is
decoded to evaluate the fitness. Algorithm (Fitness evalua-
tion) shows the fitness evaluation the suggested algorithm.
Every individual in the population is evaluated in same
way. First, The chromosome-encoded scheme information
is converted into the primary individuals with the associated
scheme (step 2). Second, the scrambling is initialized with
individuals (step 3). Finally, the initialized scrambling is
evaluated on the entropy (step 4). The evaluated entropy is
considered the individual’s fitness (step 5).
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Algorithm 2 (Fitness evaluation)
Input The population A for fitness evaluation, Entropy

E, image.
Outcome Population A with fitness.

1: for every individual in A do
2: scheme ←− decodes information to design the circuit

of the corresponding scheme;
3: in the input image, apply the scrambling scheme;
4: E ←− Evaluate the E to output scrambled image;
5: assign E and H as the individual’s fitness;
6: end
7: Return A

D. Generation the offspring
To produce a population of offspring, the parents

must be selected beforehand. According to evolutionary
algorithms, the produced offspring should have greater
fitness than parents by inheriting the quality qualities from
the parents. Because of this, individuals with highest level
of fitness must be selected as parents. After that, these
two parent individuals execute the crossover operation.
And each crossover operation generates two offspring.
the single-point crossover operator was employed in the
suggested algorithm. The crossover operation shows in
Figure 7 (crossover operation).

Figure 7. Crossover operation.

Depending on the proposed encoding scheme, the avail-
able mutation types are designed. The available mutation
types are shown below:

1) Flipping (flip the random position if inefficient):
Choosing an individual at random and giving it a
value, whose results are more effective, for example,
replacing the N gate with the C gate, as in Figure 8:

Figure 8. Example of flipping.

2) Adding (add a specific individual):
Adding a specific value to the chromosome, meaning
instead of using only P or V only, a new value is

added to strengthen the scrambling scheme, as in
Figure 9:

Figure 9. Example of adding.

3) Deleting (delete a specific individual to cover all
possibilities if there are solutions that were ignored
in the crossover process). In the case that there is
unscrambled the position only or the value only, the
gate and the scheme will be deleted and replaced
with O as in Figure 10:

Figure 10. Example of adding.

5. Excremental result
In this section, experiments were conducted to answer

the research questions posed in the aim of the research,
which is that a scheme can be designed based on either
the image type, the logical circuit, or the scheme. For the
first question, it depends on the image type. The first group
includes Figs. from 12 to 17, where the first image is an
image with high details. The second group includes Figs.
from 19 to 24, where the group contains an image that has
lower details. With these two groups, the question about the
image type will be covered. The second question, which is
the type of scheme, is answered with Figs. 12 and 19; what
is meant by the type of scheme is whether it is scrambling
the value only , the position only, or both. The NOT logic
gate was used assuming that it is a standard operation and
whose style of its work is evident. Figure 14 and Figure
21 answer the last question, which is the type of logical
circuit.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) The original image 1 (b) The histogram of (a)

As shown in Figure 11, the original image and its
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histogram. The following Figures are the results of different
schemes.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 12. (a) Scrambled image 1 using ENOTP(Proposed), (b) His-
togram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 1 using ENOTV(Proposed), (d)
Histogram of (c), (e) Scrambled image 1 using ENOTVP(Proposed),
(f) Histogram of (e)

Figure 12 shows the use of the E scheme by the
NOT gate, its effect on the histogram was expected, as an
insignificant change occurred in (d) and (f), while in (b),
the histogram has unchanged, the peak is non-uniform for
all schemes.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 13. (a) Scrambled image 1 using EC-NOTP(Proposed), (b)
Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 1 using EC-NOTV[32],
(d) Histogram of (c), (e) Scrambled image 1 using EC-
NOTVP(Proposed), (f) Histogram of (e)

Figure 13 presents the results obtained from E C-NOT
schemes; what stands out in the Figure is that the best
histogram obtained is f, which has an almost uniform peak
in contrast to d. the c image is clear and easily distinguished;
unlike e, it is unreadable. As for b, there was a slight change
in the histogram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14. (a) Scrambled image 1 using ENOTP+EC-NOTV
[32], (b) Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 1 using EC-
NOTP+ENOTV(Proposed), (d) Histogram of (c)

As shown in Figure 14, in b, the histogram is almost a
uniform peak, but image a can easily distinguish contrary
to c is hard to distinguish image.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 15. (a) Scrambled image 1 using FC-NOTP (Proposed), (b)
Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 1 using FC-NOTV[32],
(d) Histogram of (c), (e) Scrambled image 1 using FC-NOTVP
(Proposed), (f) Histogram of (e)

A closer inspection of Figure 15 shows the histogram of
f is a uniform peak, and the image e is hard to recognize and
distinguish, while the histogram of b and d are non-uniform
peaks.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 16. (a) Scrambled image 1 using FC-NOTP+ENOTV (Pro-
posed), (b) Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 1 using FC-
NOTP+EC-NOTV (Proposed), (d) Histogram of (c)

It is apparent from Figure 16 that the histogram in d
is almost a uniform peak, while the histogram in b was an
insignificant change from the original histogram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17. (a) Scrambled image 1 using FC-NOTV+ENOTP (Pro-
posed), (b) Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 1 using FC-
NOTV+EC-NOTP (Proposed), (d) Histogram of (c)

A closer inspection of Figure 17 shows the histogram
of d is a uniform peak more than in b means that scheme
c is better than scheme a.

(a) (b)

Figure 18. (a) The original image 2 , (b) The histogram of (a)

Figure 18 shows the original image 2 and its histogram.
The following Figures are the results of different schemes
for image 2.

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 19. (a) Scrambled image 2 using ENOTP(Proposed), (b) His-
togram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 2 using ENOTV(Proposed), (d)
Histogram of (c), (e) Scrambled image 2 using ENOTVP(Proposed),
(f) Histogram of (e)

Figure 19 shows that the effect of E NOT on the
histogram was expected, as an insignificant change occurred
in (d) and (f), while in (b), the histogram has unchanged,
and the peak is non-uniform for all schemes

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 20. (a) Scrambled image 2 using EC-NOTP (Proposed), (b)
Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 2 using EC-NOTV[32],
(d) Histogram of (c), (e) Scrambled image 2 using EC-NOTVP
(Proposed), (f) Histogram of (e)

Figure 20 presents the results obtained from E C-NOT
schemes; what stands out in the Figure is that the best
histogram obtained is f, which has an almost uniform peak
in contrast to d and b. the c image is clear and easily
distinguished; unlike e, it is unreadable. As for b, there
was a slight change in the histogram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 21. (a) Scrambled image 2 using ENOTP+EC-NOTV
[32], (b) Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 2 using EC-
NOTP+ENOTV (Proposed), (d) Histogram of (c)

As shown in Figure 21, in b, the histogram is almost a
uniform peak, but image a can easily distinguish contrary
to c is hard to distinguish image.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 22. (a) Scrambled image 2 using FC-NOTP(Proposed), (b)
Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 2 using FC-NOTV [32],
(d) Histogram of (c), (e) Scrambled image 2 using FC-NOTVP
(Proposed), (f) Histogram of (e)

A closer inspection of Figure 22 shows the histogram
of f is nearly a uniform peak, and the image e is hard to
recognize and distinguish, while the histogram of b and d
are non-uniform peaks. The image c easy to distinguish.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 23. (a) Scrambled image 2 using FC-NOTP+ENOTV (Pro-
posed), (b) Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 2 using FC-
NOTP+EC-NOTV (Proposed), (d) Histogram of (c)

It is apparent from Figure 23 that the histogram in d
is almost a uniform peak, while the histogram in b was an
insignificant change from the original histogram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 24. (a) Scrambled image 2 using FC-NOTV+ENOTP (Pro-
posed), (b) Histogram of (a), (c) Scrambled image 2 using FC-
NOTV+EC-NOTP (Proposed), (d) Histogram of (c)

A closer inspection of Figure 24 shows the histogram
of d is nearly a uniform peak more than in b means that
scheme c is better than scheme a.
From Figure 25, further statistical tests show that the
scrambling of both position and value using the C-
NOT gate in (FC-NOTVP(N), FC-NOTV+EC-NOTP(N),
EC-NOTV+FC-NOTP(N), EC-NOTVP(N)) had the high-
est entropy (close to 8). while no significant differ-
ences were found when using each of (EC-NOTV(P),
EC-NOTV+ENOTP(P), FC-NOTV(P), ENOTV(N), FC-
NOTV+ENOTP(N)), the entropy was unchanged; it is
precisely the entropy of the original image, meanwhile,
in (ENOTV+EC-NOTP(N), EC-NOTP(N), ENOTV+FC-
NOTP(N), FC-NOTP(N)) A slightly higher entropy was
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Figure 25. entropy for all schemes of image 1.

Figure 26. entropy for all schemes of image 2

obtained.

Figure 26 show that the scrambling of both posi-
tion and value using the C-NOT gate in (FC-NOTVP(N),
FC-NOTV+EC-NOTP(N), EC-NOTV+FC-NOTP(N), EC-
NOTVP(N)) had the highest entropy (close to 8). At the
time that, no significant differences were found when us-
ing each of (EC-NOTV(P), EC-NOTV+ENOTP(P), FC-
NOTV(P), ENOTV(N), FC-NOTV+ENOTP(N)), the en-
tropy unchanged, it is precisely the entropy of the orig-
inal image, meanwhile, in (ENOTV+EC-NOTP(N), EC-
NOTP(N), ENOTV+FC-NOTP(N), FC-NOTP(N)) A higher
entropy was obtained. Based on the results of the genetic
algorithm, it was found that the best scrambling scheme
is the EGB scrambling using C-Not for both position and
value, and it will be applied to a set of different images to
see the effectiveness of the method as shown in Table I.

Over the results presented in Table I, we note that
the method is effective on different images through the
noticeable increase in the value of the entropy and obtaining
an entropy close to 8 in some images, as well as observing
the scrambling images where they cannot be identified or
identify its details.

6. Discussion
• Findings for the first research question in which

NOT operation was used in their schemes, shows
an expected behavior, and the reason for this is that
it is a unary operation, and its work is flipping the
values. While Figures in which the C-NOT operation
was used their behavior is more potent than the NOT
operation because it is a binary operation.

• For the second question, finding that scramble value
and position in their schemes are most potent because
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TABLE I. Summary of results

Original
image

Scrambled
image

Original
entropy

Scrambled
entropy

7.5732 7.9443

7.1018 7.6766

7.7449 7.9506

5.5396 6.4170

7.1490 7.4905

they work on two levels. The best uniform peak was
obtained when the schemes contained the scrambling
of both value and position using the C-NOT logic
gate, and the uniform peak is reduced when the NOT
logic gate is used.

• As for the third question, image type, the output
scrambled image of the image with lower details is
incompletely scrambled or incompletely distorted due
to the presence of areas in the image being of the
same value; therefore, the image after the scrambling
still indicates the type of the original image.

• For the entropy, the strength of the schemes depends
on the circuit, the scheme, and the type of the image.
As shown in Figs. 21 and 22, the first five schemes
have low entropy values relative to the rest of the
schemes. The highest entropy was obtained for the
last four schemes because of the scrambling of both

the position and the value. It was also possible to
conclude that each scheme contains a NOT logic gate;
its entropy values are lower, which means that the
NOT logic gate weakens the scheme in which it is
used.

It could be argued that the positive results were due to
scrambling position and value together, not separately. It
can thus be suggested that the best schemes are (FC-
NOTVP(N), FC-NOTV+EC-NOTP(N), EC-NOTV+FC-
NOTP(N), EC-NOTVP(N) ) in which both position and
value are scrambled and use a C-NOT logic gate to obtain a
better scrambling, a histogram with a uniform peak, higher
entropy, and an indistinguishable image.

7. CONCLUSION
This study set out to design an evolutionary algorithm

for generating and optimizing schemes for medical images
and produce the required scheme based on predetermined
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conditions. The research has also shown that the results
with high entropy (approximately 8) and histogram with
uniform peak were obtained compared to results in [32].
This research supports the idea that it is possible to au-
tomatically develop a general framework for the genetic
algorithm to generate a suitable scrambling scheme. This
work is the first comprehensive investigation of all possible
scrambling position and value cases using NOT and C-
NOT gates. These findings will interest many researchers
in choosing a suitable scheme for their search through the
displayed results. The study should be repeated using other
quantum logic gates for other and possibly better results.
The proposed algorithm’s limitations are that it only works
on grayscale images, and in the future it can be developed
to work on color images.
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